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The Dame Grand Cross reveals the ugly-side of royalty. That there this side to the snobbish titleship of the British crown. That titleship is symbolic of the crown’s jackboot self-image of snapping the neck of an Indian or African, when the elder of the tribe begs otherwise (primarily to amuse themselves). For there is this despotic woman that resides at Buckingham Palace that presided over nearly a dozen prime ministers that did absolutely nothing, besides show themselves off’s as the prime ministers at 10 Downing Street. And across the Atlantic, the constitutional order broke down because of the bad leadership and the bad example set by the British government -- that it’s okay to make it an issue of class with the British people and the American public, when it’s about class consciousness.

That, “we’re monarchs and he and/or she scum of the Earth,” and yet there is no telling what norm it set on a planetary scale by making it into an issue of titleship (and not an issue of committing righteous acts and/or saving lives). That royalty is about doing what you’re told, or you’re guillotine, even in the eyes of the Magna Carta. Instead for the British crown, it’s shameless publicity.
The queen can be viewed as a revolting woman which neither obligates herself to decency or humanity, instead takes it upon herself to overpower the rights and decency of others to gratify her own self-privilege and supreme racism. Yet a sheltered woman considered to be an aside issue to the British government, but nevertheless tyrannical in the way she implements her policy decision-making when there is not much policy decision-making to make.

The norm of the rose is that it’s, “okay” to impose deceptive tactics on vulnerable individuals for self-adulation and/or self-gain, at the expense of the individuals’ livelihood and well-being. Whereby the British crown has become a deceptive trickery on the religious state -- both to its very self-image and longevity. In that they tolerate criminality and regicide but choose to be monarchs. Yet they ask to be monarchs, but instead exhibit fanatical nationalism on the borderline of sheer brutality. And that the queen is a completely ludicrous woman.